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1. The majority of the project budget is expended upon:
a. Project plan development.
b. Project plan execution.
c. Project termination.
d. Project communication.

B— The majority of a project budget is spent during the 
execution phase 
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2. Which of the following is the most critical component 
of the triple constraint?

a. Time, then cost, then quality.
b. Quality, then cost, then time.
c. Scope.
d. They are all of equal importance unless otherwise stated.

D— Unless otherwise stated, all elements in the triple 
constraint are equally critical; 
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3. Which of the following best describes a project 
stakeholder?

a. A team member.
b. The project manager.
c. Someone who works in an area affected by the project.
d. All the above are stakeholder's.

D— All of the examples listed are types of project 
stakeholder 
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4. All of the following are elements in the definition of a 
project, except:

a. A project is time limited.
b. A project is unique.
c. A project is composed of unrelated activities.
d. A project is undertaken for a purpose.

C— A project is composed of “interrelated” 
activities 
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5. What is the main role of the functional manager?
a. To control resources
b. To manage the project when the project managers isn’t 
available
c. To define business processes
d. To manage the project manager

A— The functional manager runs the day-to-day 
operations of his department and controls the resources 
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6. What is the typical role of senior management on a 
project?

a. Support the project
b. Pay for it
c. Support the project and resolve resource and other conflicts
d. Resolve resource and other conflicts

C— Because senior managers usually outrank the project 
manager, they can help with resolving any resource or other 
conflicts as they arise 
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7. What is an organization that control project 
managers, documentation, and policies called?

a. Project Management Office
b. Strong matrix
c. Functional
d. Pure project

A— The Project Management Office (PMO) typically has 
all of these responsibilities.
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8. The project manager spends a great deal of her time 
communicating with project stakeholders. Which of the 
following represent an example of a stakeholder group for 
her project? 

a. Top management
b. Customers
c. Project team members
d. Functional group heads
e. All are project stakeholders

E— Remember that stakeholders are defined as any group, 
either internal or external, that can affect the performance of 
the project 
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9. Joan is very motivated to create a positive project experience 
for all her team members and is reflecting on some of the 
approaches she can take to employ leadership, as opposed to 
simply managing the process. Which of the following is an 
example of a leadership practice she can use?
a. Focus on plans and budgets

b. Seek to maintain the status quo and promote order
c. Energize people to overcome obstacles and show personal initiative

d. Maintain a short-term timeframe and avoid unnecessary risks

C— Energize people to overcome obstacles and show 
personal initiative
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10. Frank has been learning about the effect of 
emotional intelligence on his ability to lead his project 
effectively. Which of the following is not an example of 
the kind of emotional intelligence that can help him 
perform better?

a. Self-awareness and self-regulation
b. Motivation
c. Social skills
d. Results orientation (work to get the job done)

D— While a results orientation can be a useful element in a 
project leader’s skill set, it is not an example of emotional 
intelligence, which is often manifested through relationship 
building with others 
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11. What is the lowest level of decomposition in the 
Work Breakdown Structure called?

a. Work package
b. Deliverable 
c. Sub-deliverable
d. Project

A— The work package is the lowest level in the Work 
Breakdown Structure (WBS). 
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12. George has been assigned to be the new project 
manager for our project. He is eager to get off to a good 
start and wants to identify what activities he should first 
engage in. How would you advise him to start?

a. Begin with the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
b. Begin with a clear scope statement
c. Begin with a problem statement and Statement of Work (SOW)
d. Begin with clear work authorization

C— The project should initiate with a clear problem 
statement and understood SOW supporting it. 
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13. Which of the following is not an example of a team 
development strategy?

a. Creating a WBS for the project
b. Performance reviews
c. Project team outing to a sporting event
d. Team lunches

A— The other activities can all result in team development. 
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14. Two programmers are involved in a conflict that is threatening 
to disrupt the development of the project. The project manager 
calls the two programmers into her office and reminds them that 
they are both “on the same side” in working to develop the 
software application for the company. Her conflict resolution style 
would best be seen as:

a. Arbitration

b. Diffusion
c. Controlling the conflict

d. Eliminating the conflict

B— Because the project manager emphasizes commonalties 
and working together, this would be considered a method of 
conflict resolution through diffusion 
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15. Carrie is from the marketing department and she has become 
increasing upset with the attitude of the production member of the 
project team, Andrew. He seems to either ignore her opinions or 
makes disparaging comments every time she speaks, usually 
referring to marketing in an unpleasant way. Which stage of group 
development is the project team addressing, as evidenced by the 
interactions of Carrie and Andrew?

a. Norming
b. Performing
c. Storming
d. Adjourning

C— They are clearly exhibiting behaviors that are associated 
with storming.
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16. A small manufacturer has won a major contract with the U.S. 
Army to develop a new generation of satellite phone for battlefield 
applications. Because of the significant technological challenges 
involved in this project and the company’s own size limitations and 
lack of experience in dealing with the Army on these kinds of 
contracts, the company decided to partner with another firm in 
order to collaborate on developing the technology. This decision 
would be an example of what kind of response to the risk?

a. Accept it
b. Minimize it
c. Transfer it
d. Share it 

D— The firm has decided to share the risk of the new project by 
partnering with another company 
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17. The project administrator is preparing a preliminary 
budget for a project and adds in the cost of a new 
computer for the project team, to use. What type of cost 
would this computer purchase represent?

a. Variable
b. Direct
c. Indirect
d. Variable direct

B— A computer purchase would be an example of 
a direct cost for the project 
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18. Effective leadership involves all the following, except:
a. Managing oneself through personal time management, stress 
management, and other activities
b. Managing team members through motivation, delegation, 
supervision, and team building
c. Maintaining tight control of all project resources and 
providing information to team members only as needed
d. Employing and utilizing project champions where they can 
benefit the project

C— Maintaining tight control of all project resources and 
providing information to team members only as needed
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19. A building contractor is working on a vacation home 
and is looking over his schedule. He notices that the 
schedule calls for the foundation footers to be poured 
and then the rough floor decking to be installed. In this 
plan, the decking would be an example of what type of 
activity?

a. Successor task
b. Predecessor task
c. Lag activity
d. Crashed activity

A— Successor task
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20. John is putting together his budget for the project and as part 
of this process, he is actively discussing and soliciting estimates 
from each member of the project team for the overall budget. He 
presents his budget to senior management and Susan rejects it, 
stating, “Team members are always going to pad their estimates. I 
will give you the figure I want you to shoot for.” Susan is employing 
what method for project cost budgeting?

a. Bottom-up
b. Top-down
c. Parametric
d. Comparative

B— Susan is using a top-down method in which she, as the 
senior manager, is providing the project budget estimate.
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21. Suppose a project plan had three distinct paths 
through the network. The first path consisted of activities 
A (3 days), B (4 days), and C (2 days). The second path 
consisted of activities D (4 days), E (5 days), and F (5 
days). The third path consisted of activities G (2 days), H 
(3 days), and I (10 days). Which is the critical path?

a. ABC
b. DEF
c. GHI
d. ADG

C— GHI has a path duration of 15 days 
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22. The IT implementation project is bogging down and falling 
behind schedule. The department heads are complaining that the 
project cannot help them if it is not implemented in a reasonable 
timeframe. Your project manager is considering putting extra 
resources to work on activities along the critical path to accelerate 
the schedule. This is an example of what?

a. Re baselining
b. Crashing
c. Fast-tracking the project
d. Identifying critical dependencies

B— Accelerating the project through adding resources to 
critical activities is referred to as “crashing” the project. 
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23. Suppose you evaluated the best case, most likely, 
and worst case duration estimates for an activity and 
determined that they were 3 days, 4 days, and 8 days 
respectively. Using PERT estimation techniques, what 
would be the expected duration for the activity?

a. 4 days
b. 8 days
c. 5 days
d. 4.5 days

D— PERT estimation would lead to the calculation 
3 + (4 X 4) + 8)/6 = 27/6 or 4.5 days. 
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24. The project manager for a large project being developed in 
northern Ontario recognizes that it will be necessary for her to maintain 
a close presence at the construction site during its development, and 
has negotiated the use of a building for her team near the construction 
project. The cost of the building must be factored into the project cost 
and will increase with use; that is, the cost of heating and other utilities 
is subject to change depending upon weather and team use. What 
type of cost would this building represent?

a. Variable direct
b. Indirect

c. Nonrecurring
d. None of the above

A— Variable direct
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25. Activity A is worth $100, is complete, and actually 
cost $150. Activity B is worth $500, is 75% complete, and 
actually cost $400 so far. Activity C is worth $500, is 25% 
complete, and actually cost $200 so far. What is the 
estimated cost to completion for the project?

a. $1,100
b. $750
c. $880
d. $1,375

D— Estimate to completion is based on the formula 
(1/.80) x $1,100, or $1,375.
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26. Todd is working on resource scheduling in preparation for the 
start of an project. There is a potential problem in the works, 
however, as the new collective bargaining agreement with the 
company’s union has not been concluded. Todd decides to 
continue working on the resource schedule in anticipation of a 
satisfactory settlement. Todd’s approach would be an example 
of which method for dealing with risk?

a. Accept it
b. Minimize it
c. Transfer it
d. Share it 

A— Accept it
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27. When does a project close?
a. When a project is canceled.
b. When a project runs out of money.
c. When a project is successfully completed.
d. All of the above are correct answers.

D— All are reasons why a project will close. 
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28. You have just completed your project and have to confront the 
final activities your company requires when putting a project to 
bed. Which of the following activities is not expected to be part of 
the project close -out?

a. Lessons learned
b. Project archives
c. Release of resources
d. Supplier verification

D— Supplier verification is a process that must occur early in 
the project to ensure that deliveries will arrive when needed 
and are of sufficient quality 
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29. Your project is nearing completion. At your request, members of 
your project team are grouping together critical project 
documentation, including: contracts and financial records, change 
orders, scope and configuration management materials, and 
supplier delivery records. This process involves the creation of 
which of the following:

a. Archives
b. Lessons learned
c. Contract and legal files
d. Scope document

A— The collection of relevant project documentation is 
known as archiving. 
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30. Your project sponsor has asked you to lead a project and has 
given you a deadline of six months to deliver the product. After 
completing the time estimating processes with your team, you 
discover that the fastest you can deliver the project is nine months. 
Your project sponsor asks you to start the project anyway and still try 
to deliver the project within six months. What should you do?

a. Start working on the project, looking for ways to save three months.

b. Start working on the project, knowing that it will take nine months regardless 
of what you do.

c. Refuse to work on the project.
d. Explain to your project sponsor that you cannot make a promise you can’t 
keep, and that the project should not start without accurate and agreed 
timeframes.
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